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Abstract
Researchers often make use of linear regression models in order to assess the
impact of policies on target outcomes. In a correctly specified linear regression
model, the marginal impact is simply measured by the linear regression coefficient.
However, when dealing with both synchronic and diachronic spatial data, the
interpretation of the parameters is more complex because the effects of policies
extend to the neighboring locations. Summary measures have been suggested in the
literature for the cross-sectional spatial linear regression models and spatial panel
data models. In this article, we compare three procedures for testing the significance
of impact measures in the spatial linear regression models. These procedures include
(i) the estimating equation approach, (ii) the classical delta method, and (iii) the
simulation method. In a Monte Carlo study, we compare the finite sample properties
of these procedures.
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In evaluating the effectiveness of economic policies, researchers often make use of
linear regression models in order to assess their impact on a target outcome. In a
standard nonspatial linear regression model, the regression parameters represent the
partial derivative of the dependent variable Y with respect to an independent variable
X and, as a consequence, they can be straightforwardly interpreted as the impact on
variable Y of a unitary increase or of a one percent increase (when in log) of each
independent variable X . In contrast, in the spatial econometric models containing
spatial lag terms of dependent variable, the interpretation of parameters is less
immediate and requires some clarification. In fact, due to the spatial transmission
mechanism inherent to spatial modeling, a variation of variable X observed in
location i not only has an effect on the value of variable Y in the same location but
also on the same variable observed in other neighboring locations (see Anselin 1988;
Kelejian, Tavlas, and Hondroyiannis 2006; LeSage and Pace 2009; Debarsy, Ertur,
and LeSage 2012; Lee and Yu 2012; Kelejian, Murrell, and Shepotylo 2013; Elhorst
2010, 2014b; Arbia 2014; LeSage and Chih 2016).
In a spatial regression model that has a spatial lag of the dependent variable, the
marginal effects accounting will require the analysis of k different n n matrices,
where k is the number of explanatory variables and n is the number of spatial units.
To ease the interpretation and presentation of marginal effects, summary measures,
that is, impact measures, have been suggested in the literature. Since the diagonal
elements of these n n matrices contain the own-partial derivatives, while the off-
diagonal elements represent the cross-partial derivatives, LeSage and Pace (2009)
define the average of the main diagonal elements as a scalar summary measure of
direct effects and the average of the off-diagonal elements as a scalar summary
measure of indirect effects. The sum of direct and indirect effects is labeled as the
total effect. Other impact measures can also be defined by using the relevant row or
column sums of these n n matrices for a plethora of purposes. Although the impact
measures are functions of estimated parameters, we cannot use directly the estimated
parameters and the corresponding standard errors to decide whether the impact
measures are statistically and economically significant. In order to draw inference
on impact measures, we need to estimate their dispersions as well.
The purpose of this article is to develop general methods for the estimation of
dispersions of impact measure and investigate their finite sample properties. We first
consider three general procedures: (i) the estimating equation approach, (ii) the
classical delta method, and (iii) the simulation method. We show how these methods
can be used to derive the asymptotic standard errors of the impact measures in cross-
sectional spatial autoregressive (SAR) models containing a spatial lag of the depen-
dent variable. Second, we derive the standard error of some well-known impact
measures in some particular cases. Third, we investigate the finite sample properties
of the proposed methods through an extensive simulation study. Our results on the
impact measures are applicable only for exogenous variables introduced linearly in
the regression equations.
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The estimating equation approach adopted in this article is based on Pierce
(1982). In this approach, the statistic of interest, that is, the impact measure, is
embedded into the maximum likelihood (ML) estimation framework for the purpose
of determining its asymptotic distribution and covariance. Thus, the asymptotic
variance formula suggested by Pierce (1982) is a natural by-product of the ML
estimation. We show how this approach can be extended to the impact measures
suggested for SAR models. In the classical delta method, the first-order Taylor
approximations of impact measures along with the asymptotic distribution of esti-
mator are used to determine the asymptotic variances of impact measures. For the
details on the delta method, see Oehlert (1992) and van der Vaart (1998). For the
applicability of the classical delta method, Elhorst (2010, 23) writes, “However,
owing to the complexity of the matrix of partial derivatives [see (6)] and because
every empirical application will have its own unique number of observations (N) and
spatial weights matrix (W), it is almost impossible to derive one general approach
that can be applied under all circumstances.” Though the delta method does not
provide a single formula that can be used for all spatial models, we show that this
method can be easily used to determine the asymptotic standard errors of some well-
known impact measures with simple adjustments in the general expressions derived
from the first-order Taylor approximations.
For cross-sectional models, LeSage and Pace (2009) suggested that the empirical
distribution of the impact measures can be constructed using a large number of
simulated parameters drawn from the asymptotic distribution of parameters. We
call this method the simulation method. Alternatively, LeSage and Pace (2009) also
suggested to derive estimates of the dispersions for the impact measures by Bayesian
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). Since MCMC estimation yields samples
drawn from the posterior distribution of the model parameters, these can be used
to produce a posterior distribution for the impact measures. This approach is widely
accepted in the literature and found application in the existing software (e.g., in the
package spdep of R), although it presents a series of drawbacks. First of all, the
achievement of the convergence of the sampler in nontrivial cases is computation-
ally time-consuming. Second, while available for scalar summary measures, no
result is yet available for the standard errors of the vector measures referring to the
impacts in the various locations that constitute the study area. Finally, the accuracy
of the MCMC method depends crucially on the (multivariate normal) distributional
assumptions.
The article is organized as follows. In the second section, we specify the SAR
model and provide assumptions that are required for the consistency and asymptotic
normality of the ML estimator (MLE). In the third section, we describe various
impact measures for the SAR models. In the fourth section, we provide general
expressions for the asymptotic standard error of various impact measures described
in the third section. In the fifth section, we describe our Monte Carlo setting and
report the simulation results for (i) the Pierce method, (ii) the delta method, and (iii)
the simulation method. The sixth section concludes and suggests possible extensions
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of the approach presented here. The simulation results and some technical deriva-
tions are relegated to appendices.
The Model Specification
We consider the following SAR model:
Y ¼ l0WY þ Xb0 þ x; ð2:1Þ
where Y ¼ ðy1; y1; . . . ; ynÞ0 is the n 1 vector of dependent variable,
X ¼ ðx1; . . . ; xkÞ is the n k matrix of nonstochastic regressors with the matching
parameter vector b0, W is the n n exogenously given spatial weight matrix that has
zero diagonal elements and x ¼ ðx1; x2; . . . ; xnÞ0 is the n 1 vector of regression
disturbance terms. X includes an intercept term. We assume that xi s are i.i.d. normal
random variables with mean 0 and variance s20. The spatial lag term is denoted by
WY , and the associated scalar parameter l0 is called the SAR parameter. The para-
meter vector y0 ¼ ðl0; b00;s20Þ0 represents true values, while y ¼ ðl; b0;s2Þ0 any
arbitrary value in the relevant parameter space. The quantities Y , W , X , and x in
equation (2.1) are allowed to depend on the sample size n in order to form triangular
arrays (see Lee 2004; Kelejian and Prucha 2010). However, for the notational
simplicity, we suppressed the subscript n in equation (2.1). Let SðlÞ ¼ ðIn  lW Þ,
GðlÞ ¼ WS1ðlÞ, Sðl0Þ ¼ S, and Gðl0Þ ¼ G, where In is the n n identity matrix.
We consider equation (2.1) under the following assumptions.
Assumption 1: The disturbance terms xi s are i.i.d. normal random vari-
ables with mean 0 and variance s20.
Assumption 2: (i) The sequences of matrices fWg and fSg are uniformly
bounded in both row and column sums. (ii) fS1ðlÞg are uniformly
bounded in either row or column sums, uniformly in l in a compact para-
meter space L. (iii) The true l0 is in the interior of L.
Assumption 3: (i) The elements of X are uniformly bounded constants for
all n and limn!1 1n X
0
X exists and is nonsingular. (ii) limn!1 1nðX ;GXb0Þ0ðX ;GXb0Þ exists and is nonsingular.
Assumptions 1 and 2 provide the main features of disturbance terms and weights
matrix. The uniform boundedness property of fWg and fSg in Assumption 2 is
considered by Kelejian and Prucha (1998, 2010) in order to limit spatial dependence
among units to a tractable degree. The additional uniform boundedness of fS1ðlÞg
is required to justify the ML estimation (Lee, 2004). In the literature, (i) Assumption
3 is usually adopted for analytical simplicity; (ii) Assumption 3 requires that GXb0
and X are not asymptotically multicollinear, which ensures the global identification
of y0 in the ML framework (Lee, 2004). In certain interaction scenarios, elements of
weights matrices can be a function of sample size n. For equation (2.1), Lee (2004)
assumes a large group interaction setting and specifies elements of the weights
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matrix by wij ¼ Oð1=hnÞ, where wij is the ði; jÞth element of W and fhng is a
sequence of real numbers that can be bounded or divergent with the property that
limn!1hn=n ¼ 0. For simplicity, we assume interaction scenarios in which fhng is
bounded.
Under Assumption 1, the log-likelihood function of the model can be
expressed as
logLðyÞ ¼  n
2
lnð2pÞ  n
2
lns2 þ lnjSðlÞj  1
2s2
x0ðyÞxðyÞ;
where xðyÞ ¼ SðlÞY  Xb. Then, the MLE y^ is defined by y^ ¼ argmaxylogLðyÞ.
Under our stated assumptions, it can be shown that y^ is a consistent estimator of y0
with the following limiting distribution (Lee, 2004):ffiffiffi
n
p ðy^  y0Þ d
h
Nð0;S1Þ; ð2:2Þ
where S ¼ limn!1E  1n q
2logLðy0Þ
qyqy
00
 
and
E  1
n
q2logLðy0Þ
qyqy
0
 
¼
1
s20n
X
0
X
1
s20n
X
0
GXb0 0
1
s20n
ðGXb0Þ0X
1
s20n
ðGXb0Þ
0 ðGXb0Þ þ
1
n
tr

ðG þ G0 ÞG
 1
s20n
trðGÞ
0
1
s20n
trðGÞ 1
2s40
2666666664
3777777775
:
For statistical inference, we can use the MLE y^ to construct a plug-in estimator of
S (Lee, 2004). As we will show in the fourth section, the limiting distribution in
equation (2.2) is essential for our results on the impact measures.
Impact Measures in SAR Models
In spatial models, the interpretation of the coefficients is different from nonspatial
models due to the possible presence of spatial transmission mechanisms, external-
ities, and spillovers. In this section, we show how several impact measures are
formulated for the SAR models. Under the assumption that S is nonsingular, the
model can be written in the reduced form as1
Y ¼ S1Xb0 þ S1x: ð3:1Þ
The impact of a unitary change in the variable xk in one location, say j, on the
variable y observed in location i can then be described through the partial derivatives
qEðyiÞ=qxjk which can be arranged in the following matrix:
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IMP ¼ qEðY Þ
qx0 k
¼
qEðy1Þ
qx1k
qEðy1Þ
qx2k
. . .
qEðy1Þ
qxnk
qEðy2Þ
qx1k
qEðy2Þ
qx2k
. . .
qEðy2Þ
qxnk
..
. ..
. . .
. ..
.
qEðynÞ
qx1k
qEðynÞ
qx2k
. . .
qEðynÞ
qxnk
2666666666664
3777777777775
¼ S1bk ; ð3:2Þ
where bk is the kth element of b0. On this basis, we can derive a series of impact
measures for each of the independent variables xik included in the model (Arbia
2014; Elhorst 2010, 2014b; LeSage and Pace 2009). In particular, three scalar
measures can be derived. The first, called the Average Direct Impact (ADI), refers
to the average total impact of a change in xki on yi for i ¼ 1; . . . ; n, which can be
calculated by taking the average of all diagonal entries in the matrix S1bk :
ADI ¼ 1
n
trðS1bkÞ ¼
1
n
Xn
i¼1
IMPii; ð3:3Þ
where IMPii ¼ qEðyiÞ=qxik . The second impact measure, called Average Total
Impact (ATI), is a global measure defined simply as the average of all entries in
the matrix S1bk :
ATI ¼ 1
n
l0nS
1lnbk ¼
1
n
Xn
i¼1
Xn
j¼1
IMPij; ð3:4Þ
where IMPij ¼ qEðyiÞ=qxjk and ln is the n 1 vector of ones. The third impact
measure is the Average Indirect Impact (AII) and is defined as the difference
between ATI and ADI:
AII ¼ ATI  ADI; ð3:5Þ
and is thus simply the average of all off-diagonal entries of matrix S1bk .
Two vector measures are also available defined as the Average Total Impact To
(ATIT) an observation and the Average Total Impact From (ATIF) an observation.
ATIT is a measure related to the impact produced on one single observation by all
other observations. For each observation i, this is calculated as the sum of the i th
row of matrix S1bk :
ATITi ¼ 1
n
e0iS1lnbk ¼
1
n
Xn
j¼1
IMPij; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n; ð3:6Þ
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where ei is the ith unitary vector. In contrast, ATIF is related to the impact produced
by one single observation on all other observations. For each observation, this is
calculated as the sum of the jth column of matrix S1bk :
ATIFi ¼ 1
n
l0nS
1eibk ¼
1
n
Xn
i¼1
IMPij; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n: ð3:7Þ
Our results on ADI, ATI, and AII indicate that the magnitude of these impact
measures depends on (i) the specification adopted for W , (ii) the strength of spatial
dependence measured by l0, and (iii) the magnitude of coefficient estimate for bk . In
the case of ATIT and ATIF measures, besides these factors, the position of the region
in the space also affects the magnitudes of ATIT and ATIF measures. From the
series expansion S1bk ¼ ðI  l0WÞ1bk ¼ ðI þ l0W þ l20W 2 þ l30W 3 þ . . . Þbk ,
it is also obvious that the sign of l0 will affect the magnitude of all impact measures.
In particular, when l0 < 0, we have alternating signs in the series expansion due to
the alternation between odd and even powers. As a consequence, the negative effect
will be moderated by the presence of positive effects produced by the even powers.
To illustrate the effect of l0 on the magnitudes of ADI, ATI, and AII, we set bk ¼ 1
and consider row-normalized rook and queen contiguity–based weight matrices over
10  10 regular square lattice grid. We calculate the magnitude of each impact
measure as l0 varies from 0:9 to 0:9. The results are illustrated in Figure 1. The
figure shows that the sign of l0 not only affects the sign of ATI and AII measures,
but it also affects their magnitudes. As expected, the magnitudes of impact measures
in absolute value are relatively larger when l0 gets positive large values. In the case
of ADI measure, we have ADI ¼ ð1 þ l20trðW 2Þ=nþ l30trðW 3Þ=nþ . . . Þbk . In this
expansion, the magnitudes of odd powers are less than that of even powers, and the
Figure 1. The effect of l0 on impact measures.
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trace terms are nonnegative since all elements of W are nonnegative. Thus, in this
case, the sign of ADI measure is completely determined by the sign of bk . The figure
also shows that the magnitude of ADI measure in absolute value is relatively slightly
larger when l0 is positive and large, especially in the case of queen weights matrix.
The Asymptotic Standard Errors of Impact Measures
In this section, we consider three general methods to derive the asymptotic standard
errors of the impact measures described in the previous section. The first method is
based on the estimating equation approach suggested by Pierce (1982; the Pierce
method hereafter). The second approach is the classical approach based on the delta
method. The final approach is the simulation method suggested by LeSage and Pace
(2009).
We start with the Pierce method and provide a general argument by following
Pierce (1982). Let y1; . . . ; yn be the sequence of (not necessarily identical nor
independent) random variables whose joint density function depends on a vector
of parameters c. Let c^ ¼ c^ðY Þ be the MLE of c, where Y ¼ ðy1; y2; . . . ; ynÞ0. Let
UðY ; c^Þ be a vector-valued statistic. Under some regularity conditions, Pierce
(1982) suggests a method that can be used to determine the asymptotic variance
of certain type of statistics. The first condition is about the joint limiting distribution
of
ffiffiffi
n
p ðc^  cÞ and ffiffiffinp UðY ;cÞ. Pierce (1982) assumes that these two random vari-
ables have a limiting joint multivariate normal distribution, namely,ffiffiffi
n
p
UðY ;cÞffiffiffi
n
p ðc^  cÞ
 
d
h N 0;
V11 V12
V21 V22
  
; ð4:1Þ
where the variance–covariance matrix may depend continuously on c. Note that this
assumption is stated for the unfeasible statistic UðY ;cÞ. For the second regularity
condition, Pierce (1982) assumes that there exists a matrix B, possibly depending
continuously on c, such thatffiffiffi
n
p
UðY ; c^Þ ¼ ffiffiffinp UðY ;cÞ þ B ffiffiffinp ðc^  cÞ þ opð1Þ: ð4:2Þ
When U is differentiable with respect to c, this result follows from a first-order
expansion and B is simply given by
B ¼ lim
n!1E
qUðY ;cÞ
qc0
 
: ð4:3Þ
Finally, third required condition is that EðUðY ;cÞÞ is independent with c. Under
these conditions, Pierce (1982) show thatffiffiffi
n
p
UðY ; c^Þ d
h
Nð0;V11  BV22B0Þ: ð4:4Þ
This result is based on the expansion in equation (4.2), which implies that
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Var
 ffiffiffi
n
p
UðY ; c^Þ

¼ V11 þ BV22B0 þ V12B0 þ BV21: ð4:5Þ
The second assumption, that is EðUðY ;cÞÞ is independent with c, can be used to
simplify equation (4.5). Let lðY ;cÞ be the log-likelihood function of the sample.
Then, under the second assumption, we have
qEðUðY ;cÞÞ
qc0
¼ q
qc0
Z
UðY ;cÞexpðlðY ;cÞÞdY ¼ 0: ð4:6Þ
Changing the order of integration and differentiation above yieldsZ
qUðY ;cÞ
qc0
expðlðY ;cÞÞdY þ
Z ffiffiffi
n
p
UðY ;cÞ 1ffiffiffi
n
p qlðY ;cÞ
qc
 0
expðlðY ;cÞÞdY ¼ 0:
ð4:7Þ
This last result implies that
B0 ¼ Cov 1ffiffiffi
n
p qlðY ;cÞ
qc
;
ffiffiffi
n
p
UðY ;cÞ
 
: ð4:8Þ
Using the asymptotic normality of score function under certain regularity condi-
tions (see Newey and McFadden 1994), we can show that V22
1ffiffi
n
p qlðY ;cÞ
qc is asympto-
tically equivalent to
ffiffiffi
n
p ðc^  cÞ. Hence,
V22B0 ¼ Cov V22 1ffiffiffi
n
p qlðY ;cÞ
qc
;
ffiffiffi
n
p
UðY ;cÞ
 
 Covð ffiffiffinp ðc^  cÞ; ffiffiffinp UðY ;cÞÞ ¼ V21:
ð4:9Þ
This last result can be considered as a generalized information matrix equality
(Newey and McFadden 1994). Then, the Pierce result in equation (4.4) is obtained
by substituting V21 ¼ V22B0 and V12 ¼ BV22 into equation (4.5).
Next, we apply the general result in equation (4.4) to our stated impact measures
to determine their corresponding asymptotic variances. We set c^ ¼ l^ in formulating
the statistics of interest for our impact measures ADI, AII, ATI, ATIF, and ATIT.
These statistics are listed below.
1. UADIðY ; l^Þ ¼ 1
n
trðS1ðl^ÞÞb^k  1n trðS1Þbk :
2. UATIðY ; l^Þ ¼ 1
n
l0nS
1ðl^Þlnb^k  1n l0nS1lnbk :
3. UAIIðY ; l^Þ ¼ 1
n
l0nS
1ðl^Þlnb^k  1n trðS1ðl^Þb^kÞ  1n l0nS1lnbk þ 1n trðS1bkÞ.
4. UATITiðY ; l^Þ ¼ 1
n
e0iS1ðl^Þlnb^k  1n e0iS1lnbk ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n.
5. UATIFiðY ; l^Þ ¼ 1
n
l0nS
1ðl^Þeib^k  1n l0nS1eibk ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n.
Using the Pierce method, we determine the asymptotic distributions of these
statistics in the following proposition.
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Proposition 1: Under our stated assumptions, the following results hold.
1. In the case of UADIðY ; l^Þ, we have
ffiffiffi
n
p
UADIðY ; l^Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
n
p

tr

S1ðl^Þb^k

 trðS1Þbk

d
h N 0; lim
n!1
1
n2
tr2ðS1ÞVarð ffiffiffinp b^kÞ  1
n2
tr2ðWS2Þb2kVar
 ffiffiffi
n
p ðl^  l0Þ
 
:
ð4:10Þ
2. In the case of UATI ðY ; l^Þ, we have
ffiffiffi
n
p
UATIðY ; l^Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
n
p

l0nS
1ðl^Þlnb^k  l0nS1lnbk

d
h N 0; lim
n!1
1
n
l0nS
1ln
 2
Varð ffiffiffinp b^kÞ  1
n
l0nS
1WS1lnbk
 2
Var
 ffiffiffi
n
p ðl^  l0Þ
 !
:
ð4:11Þ
3. In the case of UAIIðY ; l^Þ, we have
ffiffiffi
n
p
UAIIðY ; l^Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
n
p

l0nS
1ðl^Þlnb^k  tr

S1ðl^Þb^k

 l0nS1lnbk þ trðS1bkÞ

d
h Nð0; lim
n!1
1
n
l0nS
1ln  1
n
trðS1Þ
 2
Varð ffiffiffinp b^kÞ
 1
n
l0nS
1WS1lnbk 
1
n
trðWS2Þbk
 2
Var
 ffiffiffi
n
p ðl^  l0Þ

:
ð4:12Þ
4. In the case of UATITiðY ; l^Þ, we have
ffiffiffi
n
p
UATITiðY ; l^Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
n
p

e0iS1ðl^Þlnb^k  e0iS1lnbk

d
h N 0; lim
n!1
1
n
e0iS1ln
 2
Varð ffiffiffinp b^kÞ  1n e0iS1WS1lnbk
 2
Var
 ffiffiffi
n
p ðl^  l0Þ
 !
:
ð4:13Þ
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5. In the case of UATIFiðY ; l^Þ, we have
ffiffiffi
n
p
UATIFiðY ; l^Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
n
p

l0nS
1ðl^Þeib^k  l0nS1eibk

d
h N 0; lim
n!1
1
n
l0nS
1ei
 2
Varð ffiffiffinp b^kÞ  1n l0nS1WS1eibk
 2
Var
 ffiffiffi
n
p ðl^  l0Þ
 !
:
ð4:14Þ
Proof: See Appendix A.
We can use the plug-in estimators to estimate the asymptotic variances in Pro-
position 1. For example, the estimated variance of UADIðY ; l^Þ can be formulated as2
dVarUADIðY ; l^Þ ¼ 1
n3
tr2

S1ðl^Þ
dVarð ffiffiffinp b^kÞ  1
n3
tr2

WS2ðl^Þ

b^
2
k
dVar ffiffiffinp ðl^  l0Þ ;
ð4:15Þ
where dVarð ffiffiffinp b^kÞ and dVarð ffiffiffinp ðl^  l0ÞÞ can be recovered from the plug-in estima-
tor of
ffiffiffi
n
p ðy^  y0Þ in equation (2.2). Similarly, the plug-in estimators for other
asymptotic variances in Proposition 1 can be formulated.
Another asymptotic method that can be used to determine the asymptotic
variances of impact measures is the classical delta method (Tas¸pınar, Dog˘an,
and Vijverberg 2018). In general, the delta method is used to determine (i) the
variance of a function of a random variable, (ii) the bias correction for the
expectation of a function of a random variable, and (iii) the limiting distri-
bution of a function of a random variable (Oehlert 1992; van der Vaart 1998).
In the following proposition, we show how this method can be used to derive
the limiting distribution of each impact measure considered in the second
section.
Proposition 2: Let J be the asymptotic covariance of
ffiffiffi
n
p ðl^  l0; b^k  bkÞ0.
Then, under our stated assumptions, the following results holds.
1. For the ADI measure, we have
1ffiffiffi
n
p

tr

S1ðl^Þb^k

 trðS1bkÞ

d
h N 0; lim
n!1A1JA
0
1
 
; ð4:16Þ
where A1 ¼ 1n trðS1GbkÞ; 1n trðS1Þ
	 

.
2. For the ATI measure, we have
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1ffiffiffi
n
p

b^kl
0
nS
1ðl^Þln  bkl0nS1ln

d
h N 0; lim
n!1A2JA
0
2
 
; ð4:17Þ
where A2 ¼ ½1n bkl0nS1Gln; 1n l0nS1ln.
3. In the case of AII measure, we have
1ffiffiffi
n
p

b^kl
0
nS
1ðl^Þln  tr

S1ðl^Þb^k



bk l
0
nS
1ln  trðS1Þbk

d
h N

0; lim
n!1ðA2  A1ÞJðA2  A1Þ
0

: ð4:18Þ
4. For the ATITi measure, we have
1ffiffiffi
n
p

e0iS1ðl^Þlnb^k  e0iS1lnbk

d
h Nð0; lim
n!1A3JA
0
3Þ; ð4:19Þ
where A3 ¼ 1n e0iS1Glnbk ; 1n e0iS1ln
	 

.
5. For the ATIFi measure, we have
1ffiffiffi
n
p

l0nS
1ðl^Þeib^k  l0nS1eibk

d
h Nð0; lim
n!1A4JA
0
4Þ; ð4:20Þ
where A4 ¼ 1n l0nS1Geibk ; 1n l0nS1ei
	 

.
Proof: See Appendix B.
The asymptotic variances stated in Proposition 2 can estimated by the corre-
sponding plug-in estimators. For example, Proposition 2 indicates that the asymp-
totic variance of ADI measure can be estimated by 1
n
A^1J^ A^
0
1, where
A^1 ¼ ½1n trðS1ðl^ÞGðl^Þb^kÞ; 1n trðS1ðl^ÞÞ, and J^ is the estimated asymptotic covar-
iance of
ffiffiffi
n
p ðl^  l0; b^k  bkÞ0. The estimates of other asymptotic variances in Pro-
position 2 can be obtained similarly.
Remark 1: Note that our suggested estimators for the asymptotic variance
of impact measures in Proposition 2 are specific to the kth explanatory
variable. The estimators for other explanatory variables can be easily
obtained by adjusting only the J term. For example, the estimators for the
various impact measures of the jth regressor is obtained by defining the J^
term as the estimated asymptotic covariance of
ffiffiffi
n
p ðl^  l0; b^j  bjÞ0.
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The simulation approach suggested by LeSage and Pace (2009) utilizes the
parameter estimates and the estimated asymptotic covariance matrix of a con-
sistent estimator. Let L be a lower-triangular matrix recovered from the Cho-
lesky decomposition of Varðy^Þ and W be a random vector that has a multivariate
standard normal distribution. Then, random draws of the parameter vector are
generated according to
yr ¼ y^ þ L Wr; for r ¼ 1; . . . ;R: ð4:21Þ
A sequence of impact measures can be calculated by using the sequence
fyrg for r ¼ 1; . . . ;R. The mean and the standard deviation calculated from
each sequence of impact measures can be used as the point estimate and the
standard error of the corresponding impact measure. LeSage and Pace (2009)
also consider the Bayesian estimation method for SAR models. In the Baye-
sian MCMC approach, a sequence of random draws is generated for each
parameter. Similarly, a sequence of random draws can be generated for each
scalar summary measure of impact estimates. Hence, the mean and the stan-
dard deviation calculated from each sequence of impact measures can be used
as the point estimate and the standard error of the corresponding impact
measure.
Remark 2: The three methods that we presented in the preceding para-
graphs can be extended to the following spatial Durbin model:
Y ¼ l0WY þ Xb0 þWXd0 þ x; ð4:22Þ
where WX is the spatial lag of X with the matching parameter vector d0. From the
reduced form Y ¼ S1Xb0 þ S1WXd0 þ S1x, we have
IMP ¼ qEðY Þ
qx0 k
¼
qEðy1Þ
qx1k
qEðy1Þ
qx2k
. . .
qEðy1Þ
qxnk
qEðy2Þ
qx1k
qEðy2Þ
qx2k
. . .
qEðy2Þ
qxnk
..
. ..
. . .
. ..
.
qEðynÞ
qx1k
qEðynÞ
qx2k
. . .
qEðynÞ
qxnk
2666666666664
3777777777775
¼ S1bk þ S1Wdk ;
ð4:23Þ
where bk and dk are the kth elements of b0 and d0, respectively. Then, in this case,
the impact measures are in the following forms:
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1. ADI ¼ 1
n
trðS1Þbk þ 1n trðS1W Þdk :
2. ATI ¼ 1
n
l0nS
1lnbk þ 1n l0nS1Wlndk :
3. AII ¼ ATI  ADI ¼ 1
n
l0nS
1lnbk þ 1n l0nS1Wlndk  1n trðS1Þbk  1n trðS1WÞdk :
4. ATITi ¼ 1n e0iS1lnbk þ 1n e0iS1Wlndk ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n:
5. ATIFi ¼ 1n l0nS1eibk þ 1n l0nS1Weidk ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n:
Following our arguments given for the proofs of Propositions 1 and 2, the Pierce
method and the delta method can be used to determine the asymptotic distributions
of these statistics. We provide these results in Appendix C.
Remark 3: Note that the calculations of impact measures require the eva-
luation of S1ðl^Þ. Also our results in Propositions 1 and 2 indicate that the
dispersions of impact measures also require the evaluation of S1ðl^Þ. It is
clear that the computational cost is relatively high in the case of simulation
method as it requires multiple evaluations of S1ðl^Þ. When the sample size
is large, the evaluation of S1ðl^Þ can be time consuming and even may not
be feasible due to memory problems. LeSage and Pace (2009) suggest an
approximation approach based on the series expansion
S1ðlÞ ¼P1j¼0ljW j. In this approach, we can approximate the infinite sum
with the truncated sum
Pq
j¼0l
jW j, where q is a large number and thus avoid
the computational problems associated with the inversion of SðlÞ. See
LeSage and Pace (2009) and Elhorst (2014a) on the software
demonstrations.
A Monte Carlo Study
In this section, we design a Monte Carlo simulation to investigate the finite sample
properties of the methods described in the preceding section. We assume the fol-
lowing data generating process:
yi ¼ l0
X
i6¼j
wijyj þ b0 þ b1x1i þ b2x2i þ xi; ð5:1Þ
for i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, where n 2 f400; 900g. We specify two weights matrices corre-
sponding to rook and queen contiguity cases. Assume that n spatial units are ran-
domly allocated into a lattice of k  m squares, where k ¼ m ¼ ffiffiffinp . In the rook
contiguity case, wij ¼ 1 if the spatial spatial unit j is in a square that is adjacent (left/
right/above or below) to the square of the spatial unit i. In the queen contiguity case,
wij ¼ 1 if the spatial unit j is in a square that is adjacent to or shares a corner with the
square of the spatial unit i. In both cases, W is then row normalized.
For the regressors x1 and x2, we allow for spatial correlations in both regressors
and set x1 ¼ 0:7Wx1 þ E1 and x2 ¼ 0:3Wx2 þ E2, where the elements of E1 and E2 are
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drawn independently from a uniform distribution on the unit interval (Pace, LeSage,
and Zhu 2012). We set ðb0; b1; b2Þ0 ¼ ð0:2; 0:5;0:5Þ0. In order to allow for weak,
moderate, and strong spatial dependence, we assume that the autoregressive para-
meter l0 takes on values from the set f0:8;0:5;0:2; 0; 0:2; 0:5; 0:8g. We con-
sider two cases for the distribution of xi. In the first case, xi‘s are drawn
independently from the normal distribution that has mean zero and variance s20.
To analyze the impact of nonnormality in disturbances, in the second case, we set
xi ¼ c Wi, where c is a constant and Wi is a random variable that has the student’s t
distribution with 5 degrees of freedom. To measure the degree of signal-to-noise in
our setting, we use the following R2 measure (Pace, LeSage, and Zhu 2012):
R2 ¼ 1  s
2
0trðS
01
S1Þ
b00X
0
S
01
S1Xb0 þ s20trðS 0 1S1Þ
: ð5:2Þ
We fix the signal-to-noise ratio to R2 ¼ 0:5 as l0 varies over
f0:8;0:5;0:2; 0; 0:2; 0:5; 0:8g. To do so, we solve R2 ¼ 0:5 for s20 in equation
(5.2) and obtain
s20ðl0Þ ¼
b00X
0
S
01
S1Xb0
trðS 0 1S1Þ : ð5:3Þ
We then determine s20ðl0Þ values as l0 varies over f0:8;0:5;
0:2; 0; 0:2; 0:5; 0:8g and use these values in our simulation for the normal distri-
bution case. In the nonnormal case, we set c ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi3=5p  s0ðl0Þ, so that R2 ¼ 0:5 in
all cases. As a result, the signal-to-noise ratio is fixed to 0.5 in all cases. For each
specification, the resampling is carried out 5,000 times.
We will focus on the relative performance of the following methods: (i) the Pierce
method, (ii) the delta method, and (iii) the simulation method.3 The performance of
each method will be analyzed in the context of the ADI, AII, and ATI measures. For
each impact measure, we report (i) the empirical standard deviation (referred to as
Emp.), (ii) the estimated standard error based on the Pierce method (say Pier.), (iii)
the estimated standard error based on the delta method (say Del.), and (iv) the
estimated standard error based on the simulation method (say Sim.). For the esti-
mated standard error, we also calculated their percentage deviation from the empiri-
cal standard deviation.4 A low percentage deviation for a method indicates that the
method provides a good approximation to the finite sample distribution of the impact
measure, while a large percentage deviation shows that the method provides a poor
approximation. Furthermore, we will analyze the finite sample properties of the
relevant Wald test for each impact measure in terms of size and power.
The simulation results are presented in Tables D1–D7. In order to give an overall
assessment for the performance of each method, in the following tables, we highlight
the estimated standard errors that have percentage deviations in the ð5%; þ 5%Þ
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interval in Tables D1 and D2. These estimated standard errors are presented in blue
color and bold font. We summarize our main findings as follows.
1. In all tables, the empirical standard deviations become larger when the SAR
parameter is positive and large. The same pattern is also true for the esti-
mated standard errors reported by each method. That is, all methods report
relatively larger estimated standard errors as l0 increases from 0:8 to 0:8.
Consider the ADI of X1 in Table D1. When l0 ¼ 0:2 in the Rook contiguity
case for n ¼ 400, the reported values for the empirical standard deviation,
the Pierce method, the delta method, and the simulation method are, respec-
tively, 0.106, 0.107, 0.106, and 0.107, while the corresponding values are
0.346, 0.340, 0.339, and 0.340 when l0 ¼ 0:8. The extensive simulation
results in Arraiz et al. (2010) also show that the MLE of l0 reports rela-
tively large empirical standard deviations and root mean square errors in
the context of a SARAR(1,1) specification when l0 increases from 0:8
to 0:8.
2. In all tables, the empirical standard deviations and the estimated standard
errors become relatively smaller when the sample size increases to n ¼ 900.
In terms of empirical standard deviations and estimated standard errors, the
simulation results based on the rook contiguity case are similar to those based
on the queen contiguity case. Also, the comparison of results in Table D1 and
D2 indicates that the nonnormality of disturbance term has negligible effects
on the performance of each method.
3. Looking at the results in Tables D1 and D2 for the ADI measure, all methods
produce estimates that are mostly in the interval of ð5%; þ 5%Þ for both X1
and X2. There are only some exceptions when l0 is negative and large in
the case of Pierce and simulation methods. For example, when l0 ¼ 0:8 in
the Rook contiguity case for the Pierce method, and when l0 ¼ 0:8 in the
Queen contiguity case for the simulation method, the percentage deviations
do not lie in the interval ð5%; þ 5%Þ. Overall, these results clearly suggest
that all methods have very similar finite sample properties for the ADI
measure.
4. Next, we compare the performance of each method for the AII measure. The
delta and simulation methods produce estimates that are mostly in the inter-
val of ð5%; þ 5%Þ for both X1 and X2. However, the Pierce method seems
to produce standard error estimates that are much smaller than the empirical
standard deviations, and increasing the sample size does not yield an
improvement. These results clearly show that Pierce method performs worse
than the delta and simulation methods for the AII measure.
5. Turning to the ATI measure, the Pierce method again reports estimates that
are smaller than the corresponding empirical standard deviations in Tables
D1 and D2. The only occasions when the percentage deviations are in the
ð5%; þ 5%Þ interval for the Pierce method is the Rook contiguity case
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when true l is negative and large. Similarly, increasing sample size does not
yield an improvement in the Pierce method. On the other hand, the delta and
simulation methods produce estimates that are mostly in the interval of
ð5%; þ 5%Þ for both X1 and X2.
Next, we use the same Monte Carlo setting to investigate the finite sample size
and power properties of the standard Wald statistics for testing linear simple hypoth-
eses on the impact measures. Using a nominal size of 0:05 and different values of l0,
we investigate the size properties for the null hypotheses H10 : ADI ¼ 1n trðS1bkÞ,
H20 : ATI ¼ 1n l0nS1lnbk , and H30 : AII ¼ ATI  ADI, while the power properties for
the null hypotheses H40 : ADI ¼ 0, H50 : ATI ¼ 0, and H60 : AII ¼ 0. Note that we set
the hypothesized values to the corresponding true values in the case of H10 , H
2
0 , and
H30 . The simulation results for the empirical size properties are reported in Tables D3
and D4 and for the empirical power properties in Tables D6 and D7. In these tables,
Tp, Td , and Ts denote, respectively, the Wald statistic using the estimated standard
errors calculated from the corresponding Pierce, delta, and simulation methods. Our
main findings are listed in the following:
1. We start with interpreting the results on the empirical size properties of test
statistics. Considering the Wald statistics for testing H10 in Tables D3 and D4,
we see that all statistics generally report empirical size values that are very
close to the nominal size value of 0.05. In particular, all statistics perform
similarly under both the rook and queen contiguity cases in general, but Ts is
moderately undersized in Queen contiguity case when l0 takes large nega-
tive values. These results are consistent with our results pertaining to the ADI
measure reported in Tables D1 and D2, where all methods generally produce
estimated standard errors that are very close to the corresponding empirical
standard deviations.
2. We now consider the empirical size properties of statistics for testing H20 . In
Tables D3 and D4, we see that Tp is oversized highlighting the fact that the
estimated standard errors based on the Pierce method are smaller than the
corresponding empirical standard deviations, which we have documented in
Tables D1 and D2. The results also indicate that Td and Ts have small size
distortions in all cases, and they outperform Tp in all cases. However, again
we see that Ts is severely undersized in Queen contiguity case when l0 takes
large negative values. Overall, these findings are consistent with our results
on the ATI measure reported in Tables D1 and D2.
3. Turning to the empirical size properties of statistics for testing H30 , we find
that Tp is severely oversized confirming our results in Tables D1 and D2 on
the estimated standard errors based on the Pierce method for the AII measure.
The results also indicate that Td and Ts have small size distortions in all cases.
4. Next, we consider the empirical power properties of test statistics in Tables
D6 and D7. The true values of impact measures in the alternative model are
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given in Table D5. We start with the empirical powers of statistics for testing
H40 . In general, all statistics have similar powers under both the rook and
queen contiguity cases, and power increases as the sample size increases. All
test statistics for testing H40 report relatively lower power for the cases where
l0 ¼ 0:5 and l0 ¼ 0:8, though the true ADI values corresponding to
l0 ¼ 0:5 and l0 ¼ 0:8 in Table D5 are further away from the null value of
zero. This result is not surprising, since all methods produce relatively large
estimated standard errors yielding relatively lower t-statistics for these cases
as shown in Tables D3 and D4.
5. Looking at the power properties of all statistics for testing H50 , the results are
similar to those for H40 . As expected though, both Tp and Td report more
power than Ts when l0 is large, especially when l0 ¼ 0:8. This confirms
our findings from previous tables for the simulation method. However, this
gap in power declines as the sample size increases to 900. Again, all test
statistics report relatively lower power for the cases where l0 ¼ 0:5 and
l0 ¼ 0:8, since all methods produce relatively large estimated standard
errors for these cases as documented in Tables D3 and D4.
6. Finally, turning to the power properties of all statistics for testing H60 , all
statistics have similar powers under both the rook and queen contiguity
cases, and the power increases as the sample size increases to n ¼ 900.
All test statistics report relatively lower power when l0 is near to zero.
This is not surprising because as seen from Table D5, the true AII values
approach to the null value when l0 tends to zero. The relatively large
estimated standard errors reported in Tables D3 and D4 for the AII
measure for the cases where l0 ¼ 0:5 and l0 ¼ 0:8 also cause lower
powers for these cases.
Conclusion
In this article, we consider three methods that can be used to estimate the variance of
impact measures suggested for spatial models that have spatial dependence in the
dependent variable and, thus, allowing for reliable statistical inference on the mod-
els’ parameters. These methods include (i) the estimating equation approach (the
Pierce method), (ii) the classical delta method, and (iii) the simulation method
suggested by LeSage and Pace (2009). We provide simple expressions for the
variance of various impact measures under each method. In a Monte Carlo simula-
tion, we investigate the finite sample properties of these three methods. Our results
show that all three methods have very similar finite sample properties for the ADI
measure and they perform satisfactorily. Therefore, the Pierce and delta methods are
valid alternatives to reduce the computational burden and to overcome some of the
drawbacks of the simulation method. In the case of AII and ATI measures, our
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simulation results indicate that the delta and simulation methods outperform the
Pierce method in all cases.5
Finally, we state the possible extensions for future research. Although we derived
the variance formulas for various impact measures in the context of a cross-sectional
SAR model, our results can easily be extended, among the others, to (i) the static and
dynamic spatial panel data models; (ii) the discrete choice models such as spatial
logit, probit, or Tobit; (iii) the matrix exponential specification suggested by LeSage
and Pace (2007); and (iv) the SAR models with endogenous weights matrices con-
sidered in Qu and Lee (2015) and Qu, Lee, and Yu (2017). We leave these extensions
for future research.
Appendix A
Proof of Proposition 1
In order to apply the Pierce approach, we need to check for the three assumptions
described in the fourth section. All of our test statistics are continuously differenti-
able with respect to parameter vector. Thus, we only need to check (i) the joint
normality assumption in equation (4.1) and (ii) the assumption that E
 ffiffiffi
n
p
UðY ; l0Þ

being independent of l0. The joint normality assumption holds for all statistics by
our result in equation (2.2). For example, consider UADIðY ; l0Þ. Then, under our
stated assumptions, the joint normality assumption is satisfied sinceffiffiffi
n
p
UADIðY ; l0Þ ¼ 1n trðS1Þ
ffiffiffi
n
p ðb^k  bkÞ has a limiting normal distribution by equa-
tion (2.2). Here, note that 1
n
trðS1Þ ¼ Oð1Þ by Assumption 2. Similarly, it easy to see
that the remaining unfeasible statistics
ffiffiffi
n
p
UATIðY ;l0Þ,
ffiffiffi
n
p
UAIIðY ; l0Þ,ffiffiffi
n
p
UATITðY ; l0Þ, and
ffiffiffi
n
p
UATIFðY ; l0Þ have limiting normal distributions. Finally,
by constructions, all statistics satisfy the assumption that E
 ffiffiffi
n
p
UðY ; l0Þ

being
independent of l0. Thus, in the following, we directly apply equation (4.4) to derive
the limiting distribution of impact measures.
We start with UADIðY ; l^Þ. The variance term V11 ¼ Var
 ffiffiffi
n
p
UADIðY ; l0Þ

is
V11 ¼ 1n2 tr2ðS1ÞVarð
ffiffiffi
n
p
b^kÞ. Simple calculation shows that the gradient of
the statistic is B ¼ E UADIðY ;lÞql jl0
 
¼ 1
n
trðWS2Þbk . Note that V22 ¼
Var
 ffiffiffi
n
p ðl^  l0Þ

. Then, using Pierce (1982) formula (4.4), we have
Var
 ffiffiffi
n
p
UADIðY ; l^Þ

¼ V11  BV22B0 ¼ 1
n2
tr2ðS1ÞVarð ffiffiffinp b^kÞ
 1
n2
tr2ðWS2Þb2kVar
 ffiffiffi
n
p ðl^  l0Þ

:
ðA1Þ
Next, we consider the average total impact measure ATI ¼ n1l0nS1lnbk . In this
case, the variance term V11 ¼ Var
 ffiffiffi
n
p
UATIðY ; l0Þ

is V11 ¼ 1n l0nS1ln
 2
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Varð ffiffiffinp b^kÞ, and the gradient term is given by B ¼ E UATIðY ;lÞql jl0  ¼
1
n
l0nS
1WS1lnbk . Then, using equation (4.4), we obtain
Var
 ffiffiffi
n
p
UATIðY ; l^Þ

¼ 1
n
l0nS
1ln
 2
Var
ffiffiffi
n
p
b^k
 
 1
n
l0nS
1WS1lnbk
 2
Var
 ffiffiffi
n
p ðl^  l0Þ

:
Next, we turn to the AII ¼ 1
n
l0nS
1lnbk  1n trðS1bkÞ. Then, we have V11 ¼
1
n
l0nS
1ln  1n tr

ðS1Þ
 2
Varð ffiffiffinp b^kÞ. The preceding calculations show that
B ¼ E U
AIIðY ; lÞ
ql
jl0
 
¼ 1
n
l0nS
1WS1lnbk 
1
n
trðWS2Þbk : ðA2Þ
Then, using the Pierce (1982) formula in equation (4.4), we obtain
Var
 ffiffiffi
n
p
UAIIðY ; l^Þ

¼ 1
n
l0nS
1ln  1
n
trðS1Þ
0@ 1A2Varð ffiffiffinp b^kÞ
 1
n
l0nS
1WS1lnbk 
1
n
trðWS2Þbk
0@ 1A2Var ffiffiffinp l^  l0 :
ðA3Þ
In the case of ATITi, the variance of the unfeasible version is
V11 ¼ 1n e0iS1ln
 2
Varð ffiffiffinp b^kÞ. Simple calculations show that
B ¼ 1
n
e0iS1WS1lnbk . Then, applying the Pierce formula yields
Var
 ffiffiffi
n
p
UATITi Y ; l^
 
¼ 1
n
e0iS1ln
 2
Var
ffiffiffi
n
p
b^k
 
 1
n
e0iS1WS1lnbk
 2
Var
 ffiffiffi
n
p
l^  l0
 
: ðA4Þ
Finally, in the the case of ATIFi, the required terms are V11 ¼
1
n
l0nS
1ei
 2
Varð ffiffiffinp b^kÞ and B ¼ 1n l0nS1WS1eibk . Then, the Pierce formula yields
Var
 ffiffiffi
n
p
UATIFiðY ; l^Þ

¼ 1
n
l0nS
1ei
 2
Var
ffiffiffi
n
p
b^k
 
 1
n
l0nS
1WS1eibk
 2
Var
 ffiffiffi
n
p
l^  l0
 
: ðA5Þ
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Appendix B
Proof of Proposition 2
Using a first-order Taylor approximation and equation (2.2), it follows that
1ffiffiffi
n
p

tr

S1 l^
 
b^k

 tr S1bk
  ¼ A1  ffiffiffinp l^  l0; b^k  bk 0 þ opð1Þ
d
h
Nð0; lim
n!1A1JA
0
1Þ;
ðB1Þ
where A1 ¼ ½1n trðS1GbkÞ; 1n trðS1Þ, and J is the asymptotic covariance offfiffiffi
n
p ðl^  l0; b^k  bkÞ0. Similarly, for the ATI measure, the first-order Taylor approx-
imation along with equation (2.2) gives
1ffiffiffi
n
p

b^k l
0
nS
1 l^
 
ln  bkl0nS1ln

¼ A2 
ffiffiffi
n
p ðl^  l0; b^k  bkÞ
0 þ opð1Þ
d
h
Nð0; lim
n!1A2JA
0
2Þ;
ðB2Þ
where A2 ¼ 1n bkl0nS1Gln; 1n l0nS1ln
	 

. In the case of AII measure, using a first-
order Taylor expansion and equation (2.2), we obtain
1ffiffiffi
n
p

b^kl
0
nS
1 l^
 
ln  tr

S1 l^
 
b^k



bkl
0
nS
1ln  trðS1Þbk

¼ ðA2  A1Þ 
ffiffiffi
n
p
l^n  l0; b^k  bk
 0
þ opð1Þ d
h
N

0; lim
n!1ðA2  A1ÞJðA2  A1Þ
0
:
ðB3Þ
Next, we derive the asymptotic distributions of vector measures. Using a first-
order Taylor expansion and equation (2.2) for the ATITi measure, we derive
1ffiffiffi
n
p

e0iS1ðl^Þlnb^k  e0iS1lnbk

¼ A3 
ffiffiffi
n
p
l^  l0; b^k  bk
 0
þ opð1Þ
d
h
Nð0; lim
n!1A3JA
0
3Þ;
ðB4Þ
where A3 ¼ 1n e0iS1Glnbk ; 1n e0iS1ln
	 

. Finally, a similar argument for the ATIFi
measure gives
1ffiffiffi
n
p

l0nS
1ðl^Þeib^k  l0nS1eibk

¼ A4 
ffiffiffi
n
p ðl^  l0; b^k  bkÞ
0 þ opð1Þ
d
h
Nð0; lim
n!1A4JA
0
4Þ;
ðB5Þ
where A4 ¼ 1n l0nS1Geibk ; 1n l0nS1ei
	 

.
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Appendix C
The Limiting Distribution of the Impact Measures in Spatial Durbin Models
To apply the Pierce method, we consider the following statistics of interest:
1. UADIðY ; l^Þ ¼ 1
n
trðS1ðl^ÞÞb^k þ 1n trðS1ðl^ÞWÞd^k 1
n
trðS1Þbk  1n trðS1WÞdk :
2. UATIðY ; l^Þ ¼ 1
n
l0nS
1ðl^Þlnb^k þ 1n l0nS1ðl^ÞWlnd^k  1n l0nS1lnbk 1
n
l0nS
1Wlndk :
3. UAIIðY ; l^Þ ¼ ½1
n
l0nS
1ðl^Þln  1n trðS1ðl^ÞÞb^k þ ½1n l0nS1ðl^ÞWln
1
n
trðS1ðl^ÞW Þd^k  1n l0nS1lnbk þ 1n l0nS1Wlndk

 1
n
trðS1Þbk  1n trðS1WÞdkÞ:
4. UATITiðY ; l^Þ ¼ 1
n
e0iS1ðl^Þlnb^k þ 1n e0iS1ðl^ÞWlnd^k  1n e0iS1lnbk

þ 1
n
e0iS1WlndkÞ:
5. UATIFiðY ; l^Þ ¼ 1
n
l0nS
1ðl^Þeib^k þ 1n l0nS1ðl^ÞWeid^k  1n l0nS1eibk

þ 1
n
l0nS
1WeidkÞ:
We start with UADIðY ; l^Þ. The variance term V11 is V11 ¼ 1n2 tr2ðS1Þ
Varð ffiffiffinp b^kÞ þ 1n2 tr2ðS1WÞVarð ffiffiffinp d^kÞ þ 2n2 trðS1ÞtrðS1WÞCovð ffiffiffinp b^k ; ffiffiffinp d^kÞ:
Simple calculation shows that the gradient of the statistic is B ¼ E UADIðY ;lÞql jl0
 
¼ 1
n
trðWS2Þbk þ 1n trðG2Þdk : Note that V22 ¼ Varð
ffiffiffi
n
p ðl^  l0ÞÞ. Then, using Pierce
(1982) formula (4.4), we have
Var
 ffiffiffi
n
p
UADIðY ; l^Þ

¼ 1
n2
tr2ðS1ÞVarð ffiffiffinp b^kÞ þ 1n2 tr2ðS1WÞVarð ffiffiffinp d^kÞ
þ 2
n2
trðS1ÞtrðS1WÞCovð ffiffiffinp b^k ; ffiffiffinp d^kÞ
 1
n
trðWS2Þ bk þ
1
n
trðG2Þdk
24 352Var ffiffiffinp ðl^  l0Þ:
ðC1Þ
In the case of ATI, we have V11 ¼ 1n l0nS1ln
	 
2
Varð ffiffiffinp b^kÞ þ 1n l0nS1Wln	 
2
Varð ffiffiffinp d^kÞ þ 2 1n l0nS1ln	 
 1n l0nS1Wln	 
Covð ffiffiffinp b^k ; ffiffiffinp d^kÞ, and the gradient term is
given by B ¼ E UATIðY ;lÞql jl0
 
¼ 1
n
l0nS
1WS1lnbk þ 1n l0nG2lndk . Then, using equation
(4.4), we obtain
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Var
 ffiffiffi
n
p
UATIðY ; l^Þ

¼ 1
n
l0nS
1ln
24 352Varð ffiffiffinp b^kÞ þ 1
n
l0nS
1Wln
24 352Varð ffiffiffinp d^kÞ
þ 2 1
n
l0nS
1ln
24 35 1
n
l0nS
1Wln
24 35Covð ffiffiffinp b^k ; ffiffiffinp d^kÞ
 1
n
l0nS
1WS1lnbk þ
1
n
l0nG
2lndk
24 352Var ffiffiffinp ðl^  l0Þ:
ðC2Þ
In the case of AII, we have
V11 ¼ 1
n
l0nS
1ðl^Þln  1
n
trðS1ðl^ÞÞ
24 352Varð ffiffiffinp b^kÞ
þ 1
n
l0bS
1ðl^ÞWln  1
n
trðS1ðl^ÞWÞ
24 352Varð ffiffiffinp d^kÞ
þ2 1
n
l0nS
1ðl^Þln  1
n
trðS1ðl^ÞÞ
24 35 1
n
l0lS
1ðl^ÞWln  1
n
trðS1ðl^ÞWÞ
24 35Covð ffiffiffinp d^k ; ffiffiffinp b^kÞ;
ðC3Þ
and
B ¼ E U
AIIðY ; lÞ
ql
jl0
 
¼ 1
n
l0nS
1WS1ln  1
n
trðWS2Þ
 
bk þ
1
n
l0nG
2ln  1
n
trðG2Þ
 
dk : ðC4Þ
Then, substituting equations (C3) and (C4) into equation (4.4), we will obtain the
asymptotic variance:
Var
 ffiffiffi
n
p
UAIIðY ;l^Þ

¼ 1
n
l0nS
1ðl^Þln  1
n
trðS1ðl^ÞÞ
24 352Varð ffiffiffinp b^kÞ
þ 1
n
l0nS
1ðl^ÞWln  1
n
trðS1ðl^ÞWÞ
24 352Varð ffiffiffinp d^kÞ
þ2 1
n
l0nS
1ðl^Þln  1
n
trðS1ðl^ÞÞ
24 35 1
n
l0nS
1ðl^ÞWln  1
n
trðS1ðl^ÞWÞ
24 35Covð ffiffiffinp d^k ; ffiffiffinp b^kÞ
 1
n
l0nS
1WS1ln  1
n
trðWS2Þ
24 35bk þ 1
n
l0nG
2ln  1
n
trðG2Þ
24 35dk
0@ 1A2Var ffiffiffinp ðl^  l0Þ:
ðC5Þ
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In the case of ATITi, the variance of the unfeasible version is
V11 ¼ ½1n e0iS1ðl^Þln2Varð
ffiffiffi
n
p
b^kÞ þ ½1n e0iS1ðl^ÞWln2Varð
ffiffiffi
n
p
d^kÞ þ 2½1n e0iS1ðl^Þln
½1
n
e0iS1ðl^ÞWlnCovð
ffiffiffi
n
p
b^k ;
ffiffiffi
n
p
d^kÞ: Simple calculations show that B ¼ 1n
e0iS1WS1lnbk þ 1n e0iS1WS1Wlndk . Then, applying the Pierce formula in equa-
tion (4.4) yields
Var
 ffiffiffi
n
p
UATITiðY ; l^Þ

¼ 1
n
e0iS1ðl^Þln
24 352Varð ffiffiffinp b^kÞ þ 1
n
e0iS1ðl^ÞWln
24 352Varð ffiffiffinp d^kÞ
þ 2 1
n
e0iS1ðl^Þln
24 35 1
n
e0iS1ðl^ÞWln
24 35Covð ffiffiffinp b^k ; ffiffiffinp d^kÞ
 1
n
e0iS1WS1lnbk þ
1
n
e0iS1WS1Wlndk
24 352Var ffiffiffinp ðl^  l0Þ:
ðC6Þ
Finally, in the the case of ATIF i, the required terms are V11 ¼ 1n l0nS1ðl^Þei
h i2
Varð ffiffiffinp b^kÞ þ 1n l0nS1ðl^ÞWeih i2Varð ffiffiffinp d^kÞ þ 2 1n l0nS1ðl^Þeih i 1n l0nS1ðl^ÞWeih iCov
ð ffiffiffinp b^k ; ffiffiffinp d^kÞ and B ¼ 1n l0nS1WS1eibk þ 1n l0nS1WS1Weidk . Then, the Pierce
formula in equation (4.4) yields
Var
 ffiffiffi
n
p
UATIFiðY ; l^Þ

¼ 1
n
l0nS
1ðl^Þei
24 352Varð ffiffiffinp b^kÞ þ 1n l0nS1ðl^ÞWei
24 352Varð ffiffiffinp d^kÞ
þ 2 1
n
l0nS
1ðl^Þei
24 35 1
n
l0nS
1ðl^ÞWei
24 35Covð ffiffiffinp b^k ; ffiffiffinp d^kÞ
 1
n
l0nS
1WS1eibk þ
1
n
l0nS
1WS1Weidk
24 352Var ffiffiffinp ðl^  l0Þ:
ðC7Þ
Next, we determine the asymptotic distributions of statistics by using the delta
method. For the ADI measure, using a first-order Taylor approximation and equation
(2.2), it can be shown that
1ffiffiffi
n
p

trðS1ðl^ÞÞb^k þ trðS1ðl^ÞWÞd^k  trðS1Þbk  trðS1WÞdk

¼ A1 
ffiffiffi
n
p ðl^  l0; b^k  bk ; d^k  dkÞ
0 þ opð1Þ d
h
Nð0; lim
n!1A1JA
0
1Þ;
ðC8Þ
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where A1 ¼ ½1n trðS1GbkÞ þ 1n trðG2Þ; 1n trðS1Þ; 1n trðS1W Þ, and J is the asymp-
totic covariance of
ffiffiffi
n
p ðl^  l0; b^k  bk ; d^k  dkÞ0. In the case of ATI measure, the
first-order Taylor approximation and equation (2.2) gives
1ffiffiffi
n
p l0nS1ðl^Þlnb^k þ l0nS1ðl^ÞWlnd^k  l0nS1lnbk 
1
n
l0nS
1Wlndk
0@ 1A
¼ A2 
ffiffiffi
n
p ðl^  l0; b^k  bk ; d^k  dkÞ
0 þ opð1Þ d
h
Nð0; lim
n!1A2JA
0
2Þ;
ðC9Þ
where A2 ¼ ½1n bkl0nS1Gln þ 1n l0nG2lndk ; 1n l0nS1ln; 1n l0nS1Wln. In the case of AII
measure, the first-order Taylor expansion along with equation (2.2) yields
1ffiffiffi
n
p

½l0nS1ðl^Þln  trðS1ðl^ÞÞb^k þ ½l
0
nS
1ðl^ÞWln  trðS1ðl^ÞWÞd^k


l0nS
1lnbk þ l0nS1Wlndk  trðS1Þbk  trðS1WÞdk

¼ ðA2  A1Þ 
ffiffiffi
n
p ðl^n  l0; b^k  bk ; d^k  dkÞ
0 þ opð1Þ d
h
N

0; lim
n!1ðA2  A1ÞJðA2  A1Þ
0
:
ðC10Þ
The first-order Taylor expansion for the ATITi measure gives
1ffiffiffi
n
p

e0iS1ðl^Þlnb^k þ e0iS1ðl^ÞWlnd^k  ðe0iS1lnbk þ e0iS1WlndkÞ

¼ A3 
ffiffiffi
n
p ðl^  l0; b^k  bk ; d^k  dkÞ
0 þ opð1Þ! dNð0; limn!1 A3JA03Þ;
ðC11Þ
where A3 ¼ 1n e0iS1Glnbk þ 1n e0iG2ln; 1n e0iS1ln; 1n e0iS1Wln
	 

. Finally, in the
case of ATIFi, we have
1ffiffiffi
n
p

l0nS
1ðl^Þeib^k þ l0nS1ðl^ÞWeid^k  ðl0nS1eibk þ l0nS1WeidkÞ

¼ A4 
ffiffiffi
n
p ðl^  l0; b^k  bk ; d^k  dkÞ
0 þ opð1Þ dh Nð0; limn!1 A4JA04Þ;
ðC12Þ
where A4 ¼ 1n l0nS1Geibk þ 1n l0nG2eidk ; 1n l0nS1ei; 1n l0nS1Wei
	 

.
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Table D5. True Effects Values.
l0
ADI AII ATI
X1 X2 X1 X2 X1 X2
Rook n ¼ 400 .8 .642 .642 0.364 0.364 0.278 0.278
.5 .538 .538 0.205 0.205 0.333 0.333
.2 .505 .505 0.089 0.089 0.417 0.417
.0 .500 .500 0.000 0.000 0.500 0.500
.2 .505 .505 0.120 0.120 0.625 0.625
.5 .538 .538 0.462 0.462 1.000 1.000
.8 .642 .642 1.858 1.858 2.500 2.500
n ¼ 900 .8 .639 .639 0.362 0.362 0.278 0.278
.5 .537 .537 0.204 0.204 0.333 0.333
.2 .505 .505 0.089 0.089 0.417 0.417
.0 .500 .500 0.000 0.000 0.500 0.500
.2 .505 .505 0.120 0.120 0.625 0.625
.5 .537 .537 0.463 0.463 1.000 1.000
.8 .639 .639 1.861 1.861 2.500 2.500
Queen n ¼ 400 .8 .537 .537 0.260 0.260 0.278 0.278
.5 .515 .515 0.181 0.181 0.333 0.333
.2 .502 .502 0.086 0.086 0.417 0.417
.0 .500 .500 0.000 0.000 0.500 0.500
.2 .503 .503 0.122 0.122 0.625 0.625
.5 .522 .522 0.478 0.478 1.000 1.000
.8 .590 .590 1.910 1.910 2.500 2.500
n ¼ 900 .8 .537 .537 0.259 0.259 0.278 0.278
.5 .514 .514 0.181 0.181 0.333 0.333
.2 .502 .502 0.086 0.086 0.417 0.417
.0 .500 .500 0.000 0.000 0.500 0.500
.2 .503 .503 0.122 0.122 0.625 0.625
.5 .522 .522 0.478 0.478 1.000 1.000
.8 .588 .588 1.912 1.912 2.500 2.500
Note: ADI ¼ Average Direct Impact; AII ¼ Average Indirect Impact; ATI ¼ Average Total Impact.
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Notes
1. For parameter spaces suggested for l0, see Anselin (1988), LeSage and Pace (2009),
Kelejian and Prucha (2010), and Elhorst, Lacombe, and Piras (2012).
2. The consistency of all plug-in estimators in this section can be established by using Liu,
Lee, and Bollinger (2010; lemma D.11).
3. We do not consider the Bayesian approach suggested by LeSage and Pace (2009) as our
focus is on the classical approach.
4. The percentage deviation is calculated by 100  (estimated standard error  empirical
standard deviation)/empirical standard deviation.
5. A function written in Matlab is available at https://sites.google.com/site/gcsuleymantaspinar/
home/software. The function returns impact measure estimates and their standard errors.
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